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INTRODUCTION

¡ Formal rule-based generative phonology

¡ What is the object of  study in phonology?

¡ What is the purpose of  phonological theory?

¡ What does ‘generative’ mean? 

¡ What does ‘formal’ mean?

¡ What are phonological rules?

¡ What are the main concepts in this theory?

¡ How is phonological analysis performed?



WHAT IS LANGUAGE?

¡ Some fundamental assumptions of  formal rule-based generative phonology

¡ The object of  study in phonology is one aspect of  language, but what is language?

¡ Language = I-language = linguistic competence

¡ I-Language – a knowledge-system that can generate an infinity of  well-formed sentences

¡ Internal – completely contained within the mind/brain; not ‘out there’

¡ Individual – a property of  a single person; not shared or collective

¡ Implicit – unconscious, tacit; predominantly inaccessible to consciousness

¡ Intensional – a system of  productive operations; not a list of  elements



WHAT IS LANGUAGE?

¡ Linguistic competence (same thing as I-language)

¡ A particular type of  tacit knowledge, encoded in the brain

¡ Consists of  units (representations) and computations (operations) of  various kinds

¡ The main object of  study in linguistics

¡ Linguistic performance

¡ Use of  that knowledge in any particular situation: thinking, speaking, listening, writing, reading, etc.

¡ Entails many different factors: competence, mood, attention, non-linguistic knowledge, recent 
experience, physiology, social setting, random situational factors, etc.

¡ Serves as the main source of  evidence for competence (which is not directly observable), but 
reflects competence indirectly and should not be equated with it



Linguistic competence Linguistic performance

Lexicon = mental repository of  
meaningful linguistic elements

+

Grammar = a set of  mental operations 
that combine the elements of  the lexicon 
to construct sentences

Thinking, reasoning, planning

Writing

Reading

Producing speech (phonetics)

Interpreting speech (phonetics)

WHAT IS LANGUAGE?



¡ The universal organization of  language

¡ Lexicon – mental repository of  meaningful elements such as morphemes

¡ Grammar – principles that govern the construction of  linguistic expressions

¡ Syntax – knowledge of  sentence structure

¡ Morphology – knowledge of  word structure

¡ Phonology – knowledge of  the sound system

¡ Note 1: phonetics is not part of  language (it’s performance, not competence)

¡ Note 2: semantics (knowledge of  meaning) = lexicon + syntax (maybe...)

¡ Generative Grammar (GG) = an explicit description of  an I-language

WHAT IS LANGUAGE?



PHONOLOGY

¡ phonology | phonetics

¡ competence | performance

¡ mental (‘knowing’) | physical (‘doing’)

¡ discrete | gradual

¡ abstract | concrete

¡ formal | substantive

¡ Formal = made of  abstract units, relations and operations that only exist in the mind/brain

¡ Phonetic substance = totality of  the articulatory, acoustic and auditory properties and processes that 
constitute speech (e.g., movements of  the tongue, values of  formants, loudness, duration expressed in 
milliseconds, etc.)

¡ Phonology is “form, not substance”



PHONOLOGY

¡ Phonology

¡ Knowledge of  the sound patters of  language – phonological competence

¡ A mental model of  speech; what a person needs to know in order to speak

¡ Part of  every I-language: a formal (substance-free) component of  grammar

¡ Interfaces with (at least) syntax and the sensorimotor system

¡ The purpose of  phonological theory is to describe and explain the knowledge of  the sound 
patterns of  language – the content of  that knowledge, its acquisition, and interaction with other 
cognitive systems

¡ What does phonological competence consist of?



PHONOLOGY

Architecture of  phonological grammar:

Underlying representation (UR) 
(knowledge of  the forms of  morphemes; stored in long-term 
memory; phoneme level)

↓
Language-specific set of  ordered rules
(operational part; accounts for all regular alternations)

↓
Surface representation (SR) 
(idealized instructions to the articulators; not stored, derived; 
allophone level)

(Why do we need at least two different levels of  representation?)

Example (a tiny fragment of  English grammar)

/ ɪn + pɑsəbəl / ‘impossible’
↓

Place assimilation rule: n → m / __ p
ɪm + pɑsəbəl

↓
Aspiration rule: p → ph / syllable-initially

↓
[ɪm.phɑ.sə.bəl]

Note: don’t use common letters in phonology; use IPA



PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS

¡ Segments of  URs are phonemes; segments of  SRs are allophones

¡ Example: 

¡ [pat] ‘green’

¡ [bat] ‘mother’

¡ Contrast

¡ Different segments occurring in identical environments bring about a difference in meaning

¡ [p] and [b] contrast because they differentiate meaning; they have a contrastive (distinctive) role

¡ At an abstract (underlying) level of  analysis, they are said to be different phonemes: /p/ and /b/

¡ Phoneme

¡ The smallest unit of  language that (a) has a distinctive role; (b) does not have its own meaning

¡ Segments of  URs come in slanted brackets: /p/, /b/, /ɪn-pɑsəbəl/



PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS

¡ How do we determine / recognize phonemes?

¡ 1. Phonemes occur in parallel distribution

¡ Distribution = the set of  all environments in which a segment occurs in a particular language

¡ /t/ can occur almost everywhere in English: tea, bet, contain...

¡ /ŋ/ only occurs at the end of  a syllable: song /sɔŋ/

¡ Parallel distribution = occurring at least in some identical environments; overlap in their distribution

¡ In /pat/ and /bat/, /p/ and /b/ are in identical environments; their distribution overlaps



PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS

¡ How do we determine / recognize phonemes?

¡ 2. Commutation test

¡ An analytical procedure for determining contrastiveness and thus the phonemic status of  segments

¡ Change a segment in a representation and see if  it leads to a difference meaning

¡ Suppose you have an SR [pat] ‘green’; does replacing [p] with [b] lead to a difference in meaning? If  so, /p/ 
and /b/ are (different) phonemes

¡ Minimal pairs

¡ log /lɔg/ – fog /fɔg/; bit /bɪt/ – beat /bit/; sip [sɪp] – zip [zɪp] 

¡ Two words with different meanings that are identical except for one segment that occurs in the same 
place in each word



PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS

¡ Allophones

¡ Segments of  surface representations (never appear in URs); output of  phonological grammar; 
contextually-determined realizations of  phonemes

¡ Example

¡ UR (phonemes): /ɪn-pɑsəbəl/

¡ SR (allophones): [ɪmphɑsəbəl] (square brackets for allophones)

¡ Predictable: derived by phonological rules (specific to particular I-languages)

¡ Phonemes can have one or multiple allophones as its realization:

¡ One-to-one: /j/ → [j] in yes

¡ One-to-many: /n/ → [n] in inability

/n/  → [m] in impossible

/n/ → [ŋ] in incredible



PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS

¡ Allophones of  the same phoneme occur in complementary distribution

¡ Mutually exclusive environments

¡ /n/ is realized as [ŋ] before velar consonants [k] and [g]

¡ Narrow distribution; derived by a rule of  place assimilation

¡ /n/ is realized as [m] before bilabial consonants [p] and [b]

¡ Narrow distribution; derived by a rule of  place assimilation

¡ In all other environments, /n/ is realized as [n]

¡ The broadest (least specific) distribution; identity mapping (rules apply, but 
don’t change anything)

¡ Allophones of  the same phoneme tend to be phonetically similar

¡ [n], [m] and [ŋ] are all voiced nasal consonants

A segment mapping 
diagram captures allophony 
graphically

/n/

[ŋ] [m] [n]  
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PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS

¡ Distribution of  [o] and [ɔ] in Swahili (spoken in Tanzania, Kenya and elsewhere in East Africa)



PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS

o → ɔ / __ [+cons, +nasal]



PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS

¡ All segments – phonemes and allophones – are bundles of  co-occurring features

¡ Features

¡ The smallest (indivisible, atomic, primitive) meaningless units of  linguistic form, 
which can have a contrastive/distinctive role

¡ Mental units (symbols in the brain) with predictable phonetic correlates

¡ They define the notion ‘possible phonological representation’

¡ They allow us to express important generalizations, contrasts, and patterns

¡ Rules refer to natural classes of  segments, which are defined by features

¡ They relate phonology with phonetics

¡ Universal? (Innate?)

¡ Binary? (unary? underspecification?)



PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS

¡ See Kenstowicz (1994: 19–41) and Zsiga (2013: 257–270) for definitions of  features

¡ We assume that all features are applicable to all segments, but some features are more relevant for defining 
vowels and others for defining consonants



PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS



PHONOLOGICAL RULES

¡ The computational (operational) part of  phonology consists 
of  rules, which connect URs and SRs

¡ Derivation: SRs are derived from URs by ordered rules

¡ Underlying representation (UR) = knowledge of  word 
forms, stored in long-term memory (mental lexicon); 
consists of  phonemes, each of  which is a bundle of  features

¡ Surface representation (SR) = instructions to the 
articulators; derived by rules, not memorized; consists of  
allophones, each of  which is a bundle of  features

¡ Rules = precise statements that describe phonological 
regularities, including alternations (changes) and restrictions 
in distribution

Underlying representation
↓

Rule 1
Intermediate representation 1

↓
Rule 2 

Intermediate representation 2
↓

Rule 3
Intermediate representation 3

⇣
Rule n

↓
Surface representation 
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PHONOLOGICAL RULES

¡ Rules capture a fundamental property of  phonological competence –
productivity

¡ Format of  a phonological rule:    A → B / C __ D

¡ A, B, C, D are segments, each of  which is a bundle of  features

¡ ‘A’ = target; ‘→’ = ‘becomes’; B = structural change

¡ Environment (context) is stated on the right of  the slash

¡ Interpretation: ‘A becomes B in the environment between C and D’

¡ Alternate notation: CAD → CBD

¡ ‘CAD’ is the structural description



PHONOLOGICAL RULES

¡ Example

¡ s → z / __ b, d

¡ What is the interpretation?

¡ Interpretation: ‘s becomes z before b or d’

¡ If  inputs to rule are /osbo/, /inisda/, /uzba/; what are the outputs? 

¡ /osbo/ → [ozbo]; /inisda/ → [inizda]; /uzba/ → [uzba]



PHONOLOGICAL RULES

¡ Exercises

¡ Interpret this rule: l → o / a __

¡ Interpretation: ‘l becomes o after a’

¡ Apply the rule to these forms: /ula/, /alha/, /efalalla/

¡ Application: /ula/ → [ula]; /alha/ → [aoha]; /efalalla/ → [efaoaola]

¡ Write this statement as a rule: ‘t becomes d when it occurs between i and a’

¡ Rule: t → d / i __ a

¡ Apply the rule to these forms: /idatita/, /zlita/, /witaitta/

¡ Application: /idatita/ → [idatida]; /zlita/ → [zlida]; /witaitta/ → [widaitta]



PHONOLOGICAL  ANALYSIS

¡ SRs can be determined on the basis of  pronunciation; but URs have to be inferred; how?

¡ Comparison and subtraction

SR Meaning
1. [nale] ‘a hat’
2. [nalo] ‘the hat’
3. [pike] ‘a dog’
By comparison (a difference in form corresponds to a difference in meaning): 
‘a’  = /e/
‘the’ = /o/
By subtraction: 
‘hat ‘ = /nal/
‘dog’ = /pik/

¡ There are no alternations here, so it’s straightforward: in absence of  alternations, the UR is identical to the SR



PHONOLOGICAL  ANALYSIS

¡ Allomorphs (SRs) for ‘cloud’: [xaʃ], [xaz], [xas]

¡ What is the morpheme’s UR?

¡ Study the distribution of  the alternating segment (allophone): 

¡ [ʃ] occurs word-finally, before [k] and before [l]

¡ [z] occurs before [r]

¡ [s] occurs before [p]

¡ Assume that the segment with the broadest distribution represents the 
phoneme:

¡ /ʃ/ is the phoneme; [ʃ], [z], [s] are its allophones

¡ Derive the other (more specific) cases with rules:

¡ ʃ → z / _ r

¡ ʃ → s / _ p

SR Meaning

xaʃ ‘cloud’

xaʃki ‘with cloud’

xazra ‘in cloud’

xazrug ‘for cloud’

xaspo ‘under cloud’

xaspi ‘before cloud’

xaʃlum ‘despite cloud’

xasplar ‘towards cloud’

xasper ‘hey, cloud!’



PHONOLOGICAL  ANALYSIS

¡ What is the UR of  the English plural morpheme?

¡ What are the allomorphs (SRs) for ‘plural’?

¡ Plural allomorphs: [z], [s], [ɪz]

¡ What is their distribution?

¡ [z] occurs after [l], [r], [b], [ɪ], [u]

¡ [ɪz] occurs after sibilant consonants [s], [ʃ], [ʤ]

¡ [s] occurs after (non-sibilant) voiceless obstruents like [k], [p], [θ]

¡ Assume that the form with the broadest distribution represents the 
morpheme:

¡ /z/ is the morpheme; [z], [s], [ɪz] are its allomorphs

¡ Derive the other (more specific) cases with rules

SRs

[hɪlz] hills
[bɑɹz] bars
[kæbz] cabs
[tɔjz] toys

[mɛnjuz] menus
[bæks] backs 
[kæps] caps
[feɪθs] faiths 
[bʌsɪz] buses 
[bʊʃɪz] bushes
[bɹɪʤɪz] bridges



PHONOLOGICAL  ANALYSIS

¡ Rule 1 

¡ ø → ɪ / sibilant __ plural /z/

¡ Epenthesis = inserting segments

¡ Rule 2 

¡ z → s / voiceless (non-sibilant) __

¡ Voicing assimilation

¡ These rules are ordered: R1 applies before R2

¡ Sample derivations

¡ URs: /hɪl+z/ /bæk+z/ / bʌs+z/

¡ R1: - - bʌsɪz

¡ R2: - bæks -

¡ SRs: [hɪlz] [bæks] [bʌsɪz]

SRs

[hɪlz] hills
[bɑɹz] bars
[kæbz] cabs
[tɔjz] toys

[mɛnjuz] menus
[bæks] backs 
[kæps] caps
[feɪθs] faiths 
[bʌsɪz] buses 
[bʊʃɪz] bushes
[bɹɪʤɪz] bridges



PHONOLOGICAL  ANALYSIS

• What is the phoneme?

• What is the rule that accounts for allophony?

• /x/ maps to [ç] after front vowels, and to [x] elsewhere

• x → ç / [+syl, +front] __



RULE ORDERING

¡ Surface alternants?

¡ Underlying representations? 

¡ Rules? 

¡ Rule order?

¡ R1: s → š / __ i

¡ R2: o → ø / __ i



RULE ORDERING

¡ R2 feeds R1 because the application of  R2 creates new contexts (triggering environments) 
for the application of  R1

¡ Observed only in the derivation of  ‘the pig’



RULE ORDERING

¡ Did the underlying forms change? 

¡ Did the rules change?

¡ Did the rule ordering change?

¡ R1: s → š / __ i

¡ R2: o → ø / __ i



RULE ORDERING

¡ R2 would feed R1 if  the ordering were reversed

¡ But since R1 precedes R2, R2 counterfeeds R1

¡ Underapplication: looking at SRs, it looks as if  R1 should have applied

¡ Opacity: the generalization stated by R1 does not seem to be true on the surface



RULE ORDERING

¡ Surface alternants? 

¡ Underlying representations?

¡ Rules?

¡ Rule order?

¡ Ra: o → u / __ n

¡ Rb: p → t / __ o  



RULE ORDERING

¡ Ra bleeds Rb because Ra 
destroys contexts (triggering 
environments) for the 
application of  Rb

¡ Observed in ‘on a dish’



RULE ORDERING

¡ C

¡ Ra would bleed Rb if  the ordering were reversed
¡ But since Rb precedes Ra, Rb counterbleeds Ra
¡ Overapplication: it looks as if  Rb should not have have applied, but did anyway
¡ Notice that Rb does not feed Ra



RULE ORDERING

¡ Summary of  the functional relationships between rules

¡ Feeding: R1 feeds R2 if  R1 generates representations that contain structural descriptions to which R2 is 
applicable, and R1 is ordered before R2; R1 creates new environments for the application of  R2

¡ Bleeding: R1 bleeds R2 if  R1 destroys the structural descriptions to which R2 is applicable, and R1 is 
ordered before R2; R1 reduces the number of  environments for the application of  R2

¡ Counterfeeding: R1 counterfeeds R2 if  R1 generates representations that contain structural descriptions to 
which R2 is applicable, but R1 is ordered after R2; R1 fails to feed R2 

¡ Counterbleeding: R1 counterbleeds R2 if  R1 destroys the structural descriptions to which R2 is applicable, 
but R1 is ordered after R2; R1 fails to bleed R2

¡ Feeding and bleeding are usually transparent; counterfeeding and counterbleeding usually result in opacity



EXERCISE IN PHONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
Surface representation Meaning
[rip] ‘a parrot’
[riplim] ‘the parrot’
[kip] ‘some parrots’
[kiplim] ‘the parrots’
[rip] ‘a crocodile’
[riblim] ‘the crocodile’
[kup] ‘some crocodiles’
[kublim] ‘the crocodiles’
[rup] ‘an orange’
[ruplim] ‘the orange’ 
[kup] ‘some oranges’
[kuplim] ‘the oranges’
[rup] ‘a planet’
[rublim] ‘the planet’
[kup] ‘some planets’
[kublim] ‘the planets’

(1) For every meaningful element, determine the underlying 
representation.

(2) Posit rules that account for all alternations.
(3) Draw full derivation tables for all 16 forms.
(4) Prove that the ordering of  rules matters in this analysis. 
(5) What is the name of  the functional relationship between the 

rules you used in this analysis? Give an example where this 
relationship can be observed. 


